Menu
MASSAGES

DEED-TISSUE AND RELAXING MASSAGES
45 min/$950
Body massage aromatic creams and massage oils which help to reduce mental and physical fatigue, relax the body, and
lighten the mood.
FULL BODY MASSAGE
60 min/$1100
Similar to the deep-tissue and relaxing massages, but covers the whole body.
HOT AND COLD STONE MASSAGE
60 min/$1100
Recommended for persons who need to alleviate certain body aches and pains. The stones provide an instant relief and
promote total body relaxation. The stones are used in a static manner at pressure points, as well as in dynamic massage
maneuvers.

BEAUTY TREATMENTS
MUD THERAPY
60 min/$1200
Take advantage of the curative properties of earth and water. The mud is packed into the body and
left to act on the skin.
BODY POLISH
45 min/$990
dead skin cells and impurities.
LYMPHATIC LEGS DRAINAGE
45 min/$990
This therapy works as a treatment for injuries or abnormalities of the vascular system, associated with fuid accumulation in
system.

SPA DAYS – Packages

Different packages specially designed for the wellness including beauty treatments, massages and
relaxation treatments.
We have the "Gift Cards" option to give away with a validity of 5 months. We also offer the option of combining
any Day Spa with Day Use of our rooms. For inquiries, please contact Front Desk.

DAY SPA FOR COUPLES
3 HS / $2250
Access to dry sauna, to steam cabin and to the Hotel facilities (Splash Pool, Gym and Solarium). Two half body massages to
choice (deed-tissue, realaxing or hot and cold stone), access to the relaxation zone, herbal teas, robes and slippers.
DAY SPA BODY
3 HS / $1850
Access to the Steam cabin, choice of half body Massage (deep-tissue or relaxing), body polish, access to the relaxation zone,
robe and slippers, selection of herbal teas.
DAY SPA RELAX
3 HS / $1650
Access to the Dry sauna and steam cabin, immersion bath, hot stone massage, access to the relaxation zone, robe and
slippers, selection of herbal teas.
DAY SPA TOTAL PACKAGE FOR WOMAN
4 HS / $1950
Access to the Dry sauna and Steam cabin, relaxation zone, Splash Pool, Gym and Solarium. Immersion bath, mud therapy
Body polish, robe and slippers, selection of juices and herbal teas.

